
Delivering business-critical 
information to your desktop 
— 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week.

TPx’s Network Monitor gives you at-a-glance 

understanding of your network’s performance.  It provides 

the critical information you need to effectively respond 

to immediate challenges as well as make the correct 

decisions to power future growth for your business.

Network Monitor’s web-based dashboard gives you an 

instantly understandable picture of both enterprise-wide 

and individual interface performance. Top 10 lists break 

out key performance metrics that spotlight the hotspots 

where network overutilization could build into potential 

problems. Clear visual icons and real-time reporting let 

you immediately see the big picture of your network’s 

performance and then pinpoint exactly where to use 

Network Monitor’s powerful reporting capabilities to drill 

down to specific trouble spots.  

The devil, of course, is always in those details and Network 

Monitor gives you the tools you need to understand them.  

Network Monitor’s Web Portal access to performance 

reporting highlights trends and problem spots so you can 

confidently plan for your business’ future. Many reports 

are user-customizable so you can see trend reporting and 

historical tracking over the time frames most relevant to you.

Network Monitor



Network Monitor is 

available with the 

following services using 

TPx provided customer 

premises equipment:

n  NetMPLS 

n  Net MPLS plus 
SmartVoice

You can track your network-wide issues 

with information on:

n Current Node Issues

n All Nodes listing

n Last Events log

n Top 10 Nodes by Current and Average 
Response Time

n Top 10 Nodes by Percent Packet Loss

n Top 10 Interfaces by Traffic and Percent 
Utilization

n Top 10 Errors and Discards This Hour 
and Today

And you can zero in on individual interface performance:

n Current Node Issues

n All Nodes listing

n Last Events log

n Top 10 Nodes by Current  and Average Response Time

n Top 10 Nodes by Percent Packet Loss

n Top 10 Interfaces by Traffic and Percent Utilization

n Top 10 Errors and Discards This Hour and Today
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